
Irish organisations and their 
research data: policy, 
practice and who’s involved
KEY FINDINGS SO FAR

11 Irish organisations who manage research data 
were surveyed to explore their practices and to 
what extent archivists or recordkeeping 
professionals were involved. 

Based on selected actions from the Digital 
Curation Centre’s Data Curation Life-cycle, the 
organisations were benchmarked according to 
the actions they performed:

Creating data including administrative, 
descriptive, structural and technical metadata. 
Preservation metadata may also be added at the 
time of creation.

Creating Data

Ingesting or transfering data to an archive, 
repository, data centre or other custodian. 

Ingesting or Transfering Data Allowing access and reuse by ensuring that data is 
accessible to both designated users and reusers, 
on a day-to-day basis. This may be in the form of 
publicly available published information. Robust 
access controls and authentication procedures 
may be applicable.

Allowing Access& Resuse

Appraising or evaluating data and selecting it for 
long-term curation and preservation. 

Appraising or Evaluating Data

Receiving data, in accordance with documented 
collecting policies, from data creators, other 
archives, repositories or data centres, and if 
required assign appropriate metadata.

Receiving Data

Describing data by assigning administrative, 
descriptive, technical, structural and preservation 
metadata, using appropriate standards, to ensure 
adequate description and control over the long-
term. 
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More than half of the surveyed organisations 
employ an archivist or records management 
professional who contributes to data 
management and policy development - but the 
impact of archival skills on data management has 
yet to be assessed.

Who is managing 
Irish data? 

The development of more in-depth case studies 
to find out more about how Irish research data is 
being managed and the contribution made by 
archivists and records managers.

Next steps

Preservation actions were also 
assessed, to identify which steps are 
being taken at Irish organisations to 
preserve datasets

There are clearly some areas where additional support 
would benefit research data management practices at 
Irish organisations, for example through the 
implementation of policies. 

The surveyed organisations were most likely to have an 
access policy, which governs individuals’ rights or means 
of finding or using the data - seven organisations have 
one in place already. Five of the organisations also 
have an appraisal policy advising on the process of 
identifying data which has sufficient value to be stored 
long term, and five have a collection or acquisition 
policy, advising on the basis on which data will be 
considered for transfer to your organisation under an 
established and legally based procedure, by deposit, 
purchase, gift, or bequest. Five also had a records 
management policy defining your organisation’s 
framework for the efficient and systematic control of the 
creation, receipt, maintenance, use and disposition of 
records, including processes for capturing and 
maintaining evidence of and information about business 
activities and transactions in the form of record. Some of 
the gaps identified include preservation and appraisal 
policies - the addition of these can assist with consistent 
decision-making and practices across organisations.

Suggested Preservation Practices
No. of Org.’s 
Undertaking 

Practice

Don't know 1

(Other) Practice varies across organisation 1

Additional information is kept with the data (for example, 
information about file format, operating system, character 
encoding) so that the bit stream is still meaningful and 
understandable in the future

1

Data is refreshed (moved to a newer version of the same 
storage media, or to different storage media, with no changes 
to the bit stream)

2

Data is refreshed and the accuracy of the results are checked 
(eg with checksums), and documented 3

Multiple copies of the data are maintained 4

Data is produced in open, well-supported standard formats 
Your organisation keeps track of developments (especially 
obsolescence) in hardware, software, file formats and 
standards that might have high impact on digital preservation

4

An archive with appropriate environmental and access controls 
is available for storing physical data 6

Data is copied to a reliable digital storage system 
(in-house or off-site) 8

Data is managed in accordance with good IT practices for data 
security, backups and error checking 10
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